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EQUITIES
We live in interesting times. Never have so
many Americans been so well-fed, so wellclothed, had so many jobs and enjoyed the
highest income ever as today. And this isn’t
some Panglossian musings from long-only
cheerleaders. This data comes from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis that shows
Americans earned more money than ever in
May, even when adjusted for inflation. But
despite that reality, University of Michigan
consumer sentiment is lower than it was
during the depths of the Great Recession of
2008-09, when economic conditions were far
worse.
The equity markets have responded in kind,
with the S&P recording its worst half-year
decline since 1970, ushering fears of a “lost
decade” when stocks lost more of their value
and generated horrible returns not seen since

the 1930s. The price action over the past few
weeks has been so dour that it prompted us
to note that the market regime has basically
flipped from “buy the dip to sell the rip”.
That may indeed be the right strategy for the
decade ahead if the world de-globalizes and
turns to more military conflict, destroying
assets and resources while making life more
miserable for everyone on the planet. It is
difficult to imagine a positive scenario for
equities if US, China and Russia remain in a
perpetual state of conflict — be it hot or cold
— as the benefits of economic cooperation that
have marked such leaps in productivity and
output over the past two decades are sure to
reverse in a world of closed loop systems that
attempt to “beggar thy neighbor”. But such
scenarios are long term and more political
than economic and therefore outside of the
scope of our analysis.
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In the meantime, what’s evident in the markets
is that we may be hitting some sentiment
extremes. Indeed, the very fact that our own
observations turned bearish is a sure sign
that we are much closer to a tradable bottom
in equities than not. Two factors have been
hammering stocks relentlessly lower — the
stubbornly high inflation rates and the underhawkish posture of the Fed. On both fronts,
there is some cause for relief.
Inflation has been driven higher by supply
chain constraints and higher commodity
costs. Both of those inputs are improving.
Supply chains are becoming more orderly as
China lifts its COVID lockdowns and demand
for goods cools, while key industrial inputs
including “Dr. Copper” are well off their
highs, with copper nearly 20% off its peak
and heading towards $3.50 per pound. If the

metal drops to $3.00 per pound, it will have
made a perfect round trip to its pre-pandemic
levels and the decline in costs is sure to make
month-over-month inflation readings contract,
especially as base effects begin to kick in. That,
in turn, is likely to moderate the Fed’ s hawkish
stance on monetary policy, by reducing both
the size and frequency of rate hikes. All that
is likely to provide a modicum of support for
stocks which have been eviscerated by P/E
compressions. If price pressures, moderate
stocks could stage a nice short covering
pop, simply on the assumption that the Fed’s
campaign against inflation will ease into the
second half of the year.
NASDAQ has not broken support at the 11,000
mark, and has in fact formed a series of higher
lows on the weeklies, suggesting that a bounce
is due.
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Oil
No analysis of inflation is complete without
a view on oil and the energy complex, which
remains the key factor in determining whether
the global economy stabilizes or not. The
bullish argument for oil is well known. OPEC is
effectively at peak capacity and cannot increase
production, even if it tried. Russia is happy
to use both oil and natural gas as political
clubs to beat the EU into submission ahead
of the heating season this winter. Venezuela,
despite having more proven reserves than
Saudi Arabia, is a perpetual mess and probably
requires a modern version of the Marshall Plan
if it is ever to fulfill its promise as an energy
producer.
Yet despite all of these fundamental drivers,
the price of oil has been going... down? After
spiking to $130 a barrel, crude has basically
spent its time making lower lows as it tries
to break support at $105 a barrel. The chart
basically shows that for the past several
months, we’ve had a tense standoff between

the bulls and the bears, with crude finding
equilibrium in the $100-$115 range. If that
indeed is the new equilibrium and volatility
in the market compresses, then this scenario
should prove very favorable to risk assets,
as it will create a semblance of stability in
input costs and allow for better long-term
capital planning and expenditure. If oil drops
below the $100 level, wiping out the late
speculative longs, all the better, as it will have
an immediate stimulative boost to the rest of
the global economy. Only if crude resumes
its climb, recapturing the $125 level and
challenging the recent peak highs, will it once
again become the existential threat to global
growth. For now, the ability of shorts to beat
back rallies bodes well for the argument that
inflation may have peaked, but, as always,
crude remains the single most important
variable in the current macro landscape,
especially because it is being controlled by
political as well as economic decisions
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Gold
Has gold become irrelevant? It certainly
appears so. At least for now. Despite the
greatest outburst of global inflation in
decades the yellow metal has not only failed
to rally, but has actually fallen, plumbing
its yearly lows earlier this week. Given its
putrid performance against such a supportive
fundamental backdrop, it's not unfair to ask if
it's just become a “barbaric relic” as Keynes
once called it. Certainly, in the age of crypto —
and even fully fungible digital fiat — gold has
lost much of its raison d’etre. Instead of a true
safe harbor, it's just become a backwater of
financial speculation for investors who are still
uncomfortable using a smartphone.

But perhaps we are too quick to judge. If the
1970s is the analogue, then inflation is just
starting to permeate the mass consciousness
and the true gold mania in the 1970s did not
hit its apex until the end of the decade, so the
speculative cycle may still be ahead. For now,
however gold is dead money in more ways than
one, and unless it can recapture and hold the
$2,000 per ounce mark, there is no evidence
that gold is anything but a range-bound market
that is testing key lows at the $1,750 level.
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CRYPTO
Dead man walking is probably the best way to
describe crypto these days. The sector went
from being the new, new thing that every
investor and speculator had to have in their
portfolio to “what is this exactly good for?” As
we’ve noted in the past, crypto appears to be
a solution in search of a problem. More than
a decade after the invention of the distributed
ledger, there is still no real-world use case for
technology which, for all intents and purposes,
appears to be nothing more than a glorified
Google spreadsheet. The sector has also
been hit by the constant vulnerability of its
products to both fraud and software exploits
as the LUNA and Celsius disasters so amply
demonstrated.
The crypto bulls continue to hold faith in the
fact that the sector has come back from the
dead twice before, but, in this case, three
times may not be the charm. After all, the
vast majority of investors plowed into the

asset simply because it was going higher
and couldn’t tell you the difference between
a blockchain and a block party. With so much
wealth now destroyed, it may very well be the
case of twice burned, thrice shy and crypto
could have a long slow drip to zero.
Indeed, the whole cycle reminds of nothing
more than the Internet bubble of the late
1990s, which also ended in 95% of all assets
destroyed. With internet stocks, however, Web
2.0 found utility and real-world monetization of
these assets. In crypto land, that has yet to take
place.
For now, the price action in the bellwether
Bitcoin looks incredibly ugly and, if it can’t
hold the recent support at $17,500, the asset
looks headed to make a perfect round trip to
its breakout point in 2020, marking the classic
path of a bubble asset.
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FOREX
Sometimes financial markets act like a classic
DSM-5 definition of a manic-depressive person.
No sooner had the markets panicked over the
prospect of a persistent 1970s type of inflation,
then they did a quick 180-degree turn to worry
about the oncoming recession. In fact, rates
markets are already pricing in a 75bp cut
by 2023, as fears of a global slowdown gain
traction. Regardless of what the outcome might
be, the sudden change in sentiment is likely
to put an end to one of the greatest FX trend
moves of the past twenty years, as the rally in
USDJPY looks to have hit its peak.
The pair has struggled to hold fresh highs for
the past two weeks, as Fed hike expectations
have been pared back. As we’ve noted earlier,
the combination of demand destruction via

higher rate costs and price pressures, along
with improvement in supply chain production
and the marked decline in commodity prices,
should temper any inflationary pressures
going forward and that in turn should begin to
compress the rate differentials between U.S.
Treasury Bonds and Japanese Government
Bonds, providing the perfect opportunity for
some profit-taking in USDJPY. For the pair
provides a clear stop out risk above recent
highs at 137.00 while offering the prospect of
a move back to 130.00 as peak inflation panic
theme recedes from the market. The midmonth US Core CPI readings should prove to
be a good test of this thesis, as any downside
surprise is likely to trigger a big unwind in the
pair as late longs try to flee the position.
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